Everyday protection for your family… at the touch of a button!
A backyard swimming pool is the ultimate source of family fun! But when it comes to children and pets, it is also the source of safety concerns. No parent can be watching over the pool every minute. No fence or alarm can prevent a child from getting access to an unsupervised pool. A Coverstar automatic safety pool cover can!

**Strong protection – at the touch of a button!**
Simply flip a switch, and your Coverstar automatic safety cover will create a barrier over your pool that no child or pet can penetrate. Custom-built to fit your pool perfectly and manufactured from best-in-class materials, Coverstar is the best protection available for your family and your pool investment!

**Save on heat, water, electricity, and chemicals.**
A Coverstar cover acts as a passive solar heater, increasing the temperature of your water by eight to 10 degrees. It also reduces evaporation of water as well as consumption of chemicals.

**Less time cleaning…more time enjoying!**
A Coverstar cover keeps dirt and debris out of your pool. Time spent cleaning out dirt and leaves and putting in new chemicals is almost eliminated!

**The weather-proof toggle switch opens or closes your pool in less than a minute. And it locks for secure access!**
Coverstar delivers big savings . . . automatically!

- **90% reduction** in evaporation
- **70% reduction** in pool heating costs
- **50% reduction** in electricity costs
- **70% reduction** in chemical use

An optional keypad control with programmable security code is also available.
The strongest name in automatic safety pool covers.
The stronger the cover, the safer the cover. No company builds in more exclusive design and manufacturing features to ensure the strength and performance of its automatic covers than Coverstar!

**Heat-sealed webbing for double the strength!**

Most automatic cover manufacturers sew webbing material wrapped around rope to the cover. With this method, the webbing often fails before the fabric does. Coverstar uses an exclusive, patented process to heat seal webbing around a polymer bead and weld it to the cover in one step. *Independent lab tests show Coverstar’s webbing is over twice as strong as competitive webbing sewn to a cover!*

**Mechanism engineered for unmatched reliability.**

Our unique mechanism is engineered with heavy-duty components and with ropes and pulleys that are stronger than any others used in the industry. The extreme precision of the machined and laser-cut parts allows for smooth operation and many, many years of hassle-free use.

- **Coverstar motors** are completely sealed, using a proprietary method, to prevent water damage. Other less reliable means of water protection could mean an expensive motor repair.

- **PowerFlex™ Ropes** act like a shock absorber and self-adjust during operation for more reliable performance. And they’re the only ropes that come with a two-year no-break guarantee!

- **Incredibly strong and durable fabric** – advanced vinyl formulation and superior fabrication methods make it top of the line.

- **Mechanical torque limiter** is adjustable to protect the motorized mechanism from too much stress.

- **Custom designed rope pulleys** provide maximum reliability in the pool environment.
Coverstar automatic safety covers can be applied to a broad range of pool designs and types. Options include:

**Choice of eleven standard fabric colors:** Many other custom colors and fabric weights available.
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**Guide Options**

**Underguide systems** are embedded in the pool wall or mounted to the bottom side of rectangular pools’ coping, allowing guides to remain virtually unnoticed. For a more integrated look, guides can be built directly into the pool wall using guide encapsulation.

**Topguide systems** can be used with most freeform pools. The cover’s drive system is installed under an aluminum lid or mounted to the surface of the deck.

**Recessed guide systems** feature aluminum guides that are recessed in the pool deck during the construction of the pool. The recessed guide is flush with the top of the deck.

**Lid Options**

Classic Aluminum Lid, Flat Lid, Flush Deck Lid, and Walk-On Lid

**Coping Options**

**Aluminum:** Bull-Nose, Inclined, and Rounded

**Concrete** (also compatible for gunite and fiberglass pools): Inclined and Cantilever
Auto and SAM – the Coverstar team! Protecting your family with the best-built Solid, Mesh and Automatic Safety Covers!